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GAULT ORIGINAL
MINIATURE ARCHITECTURE IN CERAMIC

Gault-France.com Website Update
Our website has been updated with the following main changes:
The navigation menu has been redesigned and now includes a
Newsletters page, allowing for the viewing and downloading of
each newsletter, if desired. The newsletters are no longer on the
shop page, which despite being free of charge required the user
to put them in the cart and checkout in order to download them.
✦

Gault Original
Gault Original are miniature
ceramic houses made in France
starting in the early 1980’s. JeanPierre Gault is the artist who
started it all and became a
successful business through the
investment and leadership of his
brother Dominique. Collectors
from around the world cherish
the Gault Original houses.

The History section on the navigation menu now has a drop
down list to view both the Gault and J Carlton history pages.
✦

✦

We now also accept PayPal as a payment method.

Meanwhile we have recently been primarily busy responding to
inquiries relating to estates and negotiating potential re-purchases
of large collections. A lot of people come to us first when trying to
sell (or trade) Gault Original ceramics pieces and we love seeing
our pieces back because we often obtain pieces that many of our
collectors are looking for. Our focus of course is on pieces that are
in perfect shape or only
need minor touch ups.
Some of these pieces
are then offered in our
online shop, while
others (especially rare
and/or custom-made
models) are preserved
in our storage archives.

Did You Know?
It takes about two weeks for a
sculpted piece to fully dry. It must
be done in a still-air environment
to avoid the house dry unevenly,
which causes warping.

The photo on the right
is an example of rare or
custom pieces, which in
this example depicted
architecture from
Catalonia (a region
northeast of Spain).
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